PURCHASE CONDITIONS
Oktober 2023

- Always include our call-off list with barcode, including your shipping list, with the delivery. Preferably in a plastic cover.

- You can also email the shipping list to: afleverbonnen@ebben.nl
  If we do not receive a shipping list, we cannot check a container and therefore cannot reimburse!

- There must be at least one label per load called-off that states: quantity, type, dimensions and our sales order number. Large batch – 3 labels per batch. 1 t/m 5 trees – label per tree.

- Supply Rootballed stock only with hessian. The canopy of all the ordered rootballed trees/multi-stems/shrubs and specimens will need to be tied up

- Plants listed under the country code as “GB” or “NO” must be packed in box pallets/pallets/export pallets that have been treated with ISPM.

- We follow the trading condition of the Dutch tree production industry. (HBN)

Signed on 09 - 10 - 2023
.................................................................
Ebben Tree nurseries
On behalf of the management